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Abstract In the category of locally convex Hausdorff spaces we study some classes of left exact
reflector functors. We indicate some relationships that exists between such functors, and
we examine the properties of these functors. Examples are constructed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the category C2V of the locally convex Hausdorff spaces we examine the left

exact reflector functor. The structure of the paper is the following. Section 2 deals
with the factorization structure (P′′(R), I′′(R)) and Section 3 with the left exactitude
of the reflector functor for c-reflective subcategories. In Section 4 we examine left
exact completion functors, we construct a class of completion functors and we prove
they are left exact (Theorem 4.4). In Section 5 those reflective subcategories for
which the replique of any object is obtained in two steps: by weakening the topology
and then by applying a certain completion, are examined. The main result is Theorem
5.7. Theorem 6.3 of Section 6, generalizes a well-known assertion for c-reflective
subcategories.

As basic references concerning the locally convex spaces see [13], [15], [17], [19],
concerning the factorization structures see [2], [3], [11], relevant to the c-reflective
subcategories see [1], [14], and for the semireflexive subcategories see [4], [5], [7],
[8], [9], [12], [18], [16].

In the category C2V we consider the following factorization structures:

(Epi,M f )=(the class of epimorphisms, the class of strict monomorphisms),

(Eu,Mp)=(the class of universal epimorphisms, the class of exact monomor-
phisms)=(the class of surjective applications, the class of topological embed-
dings),

(Ep,Mu)=(the class of exact epimorphisms, the class of universal monomor-
phisms) [6],

(E f ,Mono)=(the class of strict epimorphisms, the class of monomorphisms).
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We consider the following subcategories:

Π, the subcategory of complete spaces with weak topology [13],

S, the subcategory of spaces with weak topology [13],

sN, the subcategory of strict nuclear spaces [9],

N, the subcategory of nuclear spaces [15],

Sc, the subcategory of Schwartz spaces [16],

Γ0, the subcategory of complete spaces [17],

qΓ0, the subcategory of quasicomplete spaces [19],

sR, the subcategory of semireflexive spaces [13],

iR, the subcategory of inductive semireflexive spaces [7],

M the subcategory of spaces with Mackey topology [17].

The last subcategory is coreflective and the others are reflective.

2. FACTORIZATION STRUCTURE (P′′(R), I′′(R))
2.1. Definition [2]. Let A and B be two classes of morphisms of the category C.

The composition A◦B is the class of all morphisms that have the form f g with f ∈ A

and g ∈ B when this composition exists.

2.2. Definition [2]. Let A and B be two classes of morphisms of the category C.
The class A is called B-hereditary if from the fact that f g ∈ A, f ∈ B it follows that
g ∈ A. Dual notion: class B-cohereditary.

2.3. Lemma. The class Mu is an Epi-cohereditary.

Proof. Let f g ∈Mu and g ∈ Epi. Then the square

Figure 2.1

f g = 1( f g) is a pullback. So f ∈Mu.
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2.4. In class R of non-zero reflective subcategories of the category C2V we assume
that R1 ≤ R2 iff R1 ⊂ R2. In the class of the right factorization structures we consider
the order: (P1, I1) ≤ (P2, I2) iff P1 ⊂ P2.

Let Π be the subcategory of the complete spaces with weak topology. The subcat-
egory Π is the first element of the lattice R. Let R ∈ R. Denote by rX : X −→ rX the
R-replique and by πX : X −→ πX the Π-replique of the object X of the category C2V.
Since Π ⊂ R, we have

πX = vXrX

for some morphism vX . We put

U = {rX | X ∈| C2V |}, V = {vX | X ∈| C2V |}.
In the theory of categories the operations (q, x) which allows us to construct the fac-
torization structures (Vq,Vq x) and (Uxq,Ux) that are well known. We put:

(P′′, I′′) = (P′′(R), I′′(R)) = (Vq,Vq x),

(P′, I′) = (P′(R), I′(R)) = (Ux q,Ux).

Let B be the lattice of all factorization structures in category C2V and Bu the sub-
class of the factorization structures (P, I) with the following properties:

a) Ep ⊂ P;
b) the class P is Mu-hereditary.

Theorem [2]. The mapping

R 7−→ (P′′(R), I′′(R))

establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the lattices R and Bu.

2.5. For any reflective subcategory R with the reflector functor r : C2V −→ R

we denote by εR = {e ∈ Epi C2V | r(e) ∈ Iso}. Dual notion: for coreflective
subcategory K with coreflector functor k : C2V −→ K we denote by µK = {m ∈
Mono C2V | k(m) ∈ Iso}.

Theorem [2]. Let R be a non-zero subcategory of the category C2V. Then:
1. P′′(R) = (εR) ◦ Ep, I′′(R) = (εR)⊥ ∩Mu.
2. The monomorphism m : X −→ Y belongs of the class I′′(R) iff m is a uni-

versal mono (m ∈ Mu) and rYm = r(m)rX is a pullback, where rX : X −→ rX and
rY : Y −→ rY are the R-replique of the objects X and Y.

We mention only the (P′′(R), I′′(R))-factorization of arbitrary morphism.
Let f : X −→ Y ∈ C2V,

f = me (1)

his (Ep,Mu)-factorized, and
m = m′m′′, (2)
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the ((εR), (εR)⊥)-factorization of morphism m. Then

f = m′(m′′e) (3)

is the (P′′(R), I′′(R))-factorization of morphism m. So e ∈ Ep and m′′ ∈ εR, that
m′e ∈ εR ◦ Ep. Next, m ∈Mu and in the equality (2) m′′ ∈ Epi. So m′ ∈Mu. Hence
m′ ∈ (εR)⊥ ∩Mu.

Figure 2.2

3. THE C-REFLECTIVE SUBCATEGORIES
3.1. Definition [1]. The reflective subcategory R of category C2V is called c-

reflective if it contains the subcategory S of the spaces with weak topology and the
reflector functor r : C2V −→ R is left exact.

3.2. Theorem [1]. Let R be a non-zero reflective subcategory of C2V. The follow-
ing assertions are equivalent:

1. R is a c-reflective subcategory.
2. S ⊂ R and r(M f ) ⊂M f .
3. S ⊂ R and r(Mp) ⊂Mp.
4. There is a coreflective subcategory K with the coreflector functor

k : C2V −→ K so that:
a) kr ∼ k;
b) rk ∼ r.

5. There is a coreflective subcategory K so that:

εR = µK.

3.3. Definition [1]. The pair of subcategories (K,R) of the category C2V that
satisfies the equivalent conditions of the former theorem is called a pair of conju-
gated subcategories: K is called conjugated coreflective subcategory of the reflective
subcategory R and conversely.
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The pair (M, S) is the smallest pair of conjugated subcategories and (C2V,C2V) is
the biggest. Conjugated coreflective subcategories of the reflective subcategories Sc
and sN were described in article [14].

3.4. Theorem (Theorem 3.2 [11]). Let (K,R) be a pair of conjugated subcat-
egories in the category C2V and let (P, I) be a factorization structure. Then the
following conditions are equivalent:

a) r(I) ⊂ I;
b) k(P) ⊂ P.

3.5. Definition. The subcategory R is called closed under the extensions if from
the fact that the X ∈| R | and f : X −→ Y ∈ Epi ∩Mp it follows that Y ∈| R |.

We also remind the following affirmations (see [4], Lemma 3.6).

3.6. Lemma. Let R1 and R2 be two reflective subcategories of the category C2V

with reflector functors r1 : C2V −→ R1 and r2 : C2V −→ R2 and r1(R2) ⊂ R2. Then
r1r2 is the reflector functor of the subcategory R1 ∩ R2 : r1r2 : C2V −→ R1 ∩ R2.

3.7. Theorem. Let R be a c-reflective subcategory and Γ a Mp-reflective subcate-
gory. Then gr is the reflector functor of the subcategory R ∩ Γ : gr : C2V −→ R ∩ Γ.

3.8. We examine the Hilbert space l2 and his subspace E constructed from se-
quence (xi)i∈N , where xi , 0 only for a finite number of coordinates. We are ex-
amining on the subspace E the induced topology from space l2. Let R be the full
subcategory of the category which is C2V formed from subspaces Eτ for an arbitrary
cardinal τ. In such way R is closed under Mp - subspaces and products. So it is a
Eu-reflective subcategory and S ⊂ R. Knowing that the subspace E is dense in the
space l2 we deduce that g0(E) = l2. If l2 would belong to the subcategory R, we
would deduce that l2 it is a subspace of the space Eτ for some cardinal τ. Since l2
is a Banach space, we can say that l2 will be a subspace of the space En for some
natural number n. This is impossible, since the space E, as well as En, possesses the
numerable Hammel basis that l2 does not have.

Theorem. In the category C2V there are reflective subcategories R so that
1. S ⊂ R;
2. g0(R) is not included in R;
3. The subcategory R is not c-reflective.

4. THE COMPLETING FUNCTOR LEFT EXACT
4.1. Let Rp be the set of all classes of the Mp-reflective subcategories of the

category C2V. It is the complete lattice with the first element Γ0 and the last C2V.
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Definition. Let τ be a cardinal. The locally convex space (E, t) is called quasicom-
plete (respectively τ-complete) if is closed and bounded in (E, t) set up (respectively
M with | M |< τ) is complete. The space is called sequential if any Cauchy string
converges.

Let Γ−τ be the subcategory of all τ complete spaces, cΓ - the subcategory of se-
quentially complete spaces.

4.2. Theorem. ([3], Theorem 3.10). 1. Γ−τ is the Mp-reflective subcategory:
Γ−τ ∈ Rp, Γ0 ⊂ Γ−τ .

2. Let τ ≤ w. Then Γ−τ = C2V.
3. Γω1 = sΓ - the subcategory of sequential spaces.
4. ∩Γ−τ = qΓ - the subcategory of quasicomplete spaces.
5. Let α < β and w1 ≤ β. Then Γ−α ⊂ Γ−β .

4.3. We construct the Γτ-replique of the arbitrary object (E, t). We examine the
completion of this object, i.e. (Ê, t) is Γ0-replique of the object (E, t).

Figure 4.1

Let M−
τ the class of all sets M ⊂ E where | M |< τ, M is closed and bounded.

We examine the closure M of the set M in the space (Ê, t).

Theorem.
gτ(E, t) = ∪{M | M ∈M−

τ }.
Proof. We denote F = ∪{M | M ∈ M−

τ } and we will prove that F is vector subspace
of the space Ê. Let x1, x2 ∈ F. Then exist two networks {yα | α ∈ A} and {zα | α ∈ A},
where yα, zα ∈ E, in this way yα −→ x1, zα −→ x2 and | A |< τ. It is clear that the
networks {yα + zα | α ∈ A} converge to the point x1 + x2.

Also the network {ayα | α ∈ A} converge by point ax1, where a ∈ K.
We examine on the subspace F the topology induced from space (Ê, t) and we will

prove that (F, t) is a τ-complete space.
Indeed, let {xα | α ∈ A} be a network which converges to the point x0 ∈ Ê,

{ayα | α ∈ A} where | A |< τ and xα ∈ F for any α ∈ A. For any index α ∈ A there
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is a network {xαβ | β ∈ A} of elements from space E so that xαβ −→ xα. Then the
network {xαα | α ∈ A} converge to point x0. Therefore x0 ∈ F.

In this way we constructed the functor gτ on the objects

gτ : C2V −→ Γ−τ .

To define this functor on morphisms, let f : (E, t) −→ (F, u) ∈ C2V, and f̂ the
extending of this morphism on the completion those spaces.

Figure 4.2

For the proof it suffices to verify of the relation f̂ (gτ(E, t)) ⊂ gτ(F, u). Let x0 ∈
gτ(E, t) then there is a network {xα | α ∈ A}, | A |< τ, of elements of the space E
which converge to point x0. Then the network { f̂ (yα) | α ∈ A} converges to point
f̂ (x0). Therefore f̂ (x0) ∈ gτ(F, u).

4.4. Theorem. 1. The functor g0 : C2V −→ Γ0 is left exact.
2. For any cardinal number τ, the functor gτ : C2V −→ Γ−τ is left exact.

Proof. 1. Let f : X −→ Y ∈M f . Then in the commutative square

Figure 4.3

morphisms gY
0 and f belongs to class Mp. So that f̂ gX

0 ∈Mp. Since gX
0 is an Epi, and

the class Mp is Epi-cohereditary, we deduce that f̂ ∈ Mp. Taking into consideration
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that gX
0 is a complete space, and f̂ ∈ Mp, we deduce that f̂ ∈ M f , hence f̂ has the

closed image.
2. We examine the diagram from Figure 4.3. We have proved that f̂ ∈ M f if

f ∈M f . Let M be a closed and bordered set in space (E, t) with |M |< τ.
Since (Ê, t) is a closed subspace in space (F̂, u), it follows that the closure of the

set M in the space (Ê, t) is equal with its closure in the space (F̂, u). But if | M |< τ,
we deduce that M is the closure of the set M in the space gτ(F, u).

5. SEMIREFLEXIVE SUBCATEGORIES
5.1. The lattice R of the non-zero subcategories of the category C2V is divided into

three complete sublattices:
a) The sublattice Rb of Eu-reflective subcategories. A subcategory R is

Eu-reflective if it is characterized by the fact that the R-replique of any object of the
category C2V is a bijection. Another characterization is:

Rb = {R ∈ R | R ⊃ S}.
b) The sublattice Rp of Mp-reflective subcategories, the class of those reflec-

tive subcategories R such that the R-replique of any object of the category C2V is a
topological embedding:

Rp = {R ∈ R | R ⊃ Γ0}.
c) Rm = (R \ (Rb ∪ Rp)) ∪ {C2V}.

We mention that Rm is a complete lattice with the first element Π and the last
element C2V. This latice contains the semireflexive subcategories (see [4], [5], [7],
[8], [9], [12], [18], [19]).

Figure 5.1

5.2. Let L be an element of lattice Rm. For any object X of category C2V let
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Figure 5.2

lX : X −→ lX be the L-replique, and lX = pXbX its (Eu,Mp)-factorization. We denote
with B = B(L) a full subcategory of the category C2V consisting of all the objects
of bX form. We also can say B is a subcategory of all Mp-subobjects of the objects
L. We can see that B is a Eu-reflective subcategory, and bX is B-replique of the X
objects. Though B ∈ Rb.

5.3. Let Γ′′ = Γ′′(L) be a full subcategory of all objects Y of the category C2V

with the property:
Any morphism f : bX −→ Y extends through pX ( f = gpX) for some morphism g.
The subcategory Γ′′ is closed under M f -subobjects and products. Further, Γ0 ⊂

Γ′′, though Γ′′ ∈ Rp. It is obvious that pX is Γ′′-replique of object bX.
We denote by G(L) the class of all the Mp-reflective subcategories for which pX

is the replique of object bX. The class G(L) has a first element

Γ′ = Γ′(L) = ∩{Γ | Γ ∈ G(L)}.
Thus G(L) is a complete lattice with first element Γ′(L) and the last element Γ′′(L).

We can write
G(L) = {Γ ∈ Rp | Γ′(L) ⊂ Γ ⊂ Γ′′(L)}.

5.4. For any element Γ ∈ G(L) the morphism pX is Γ-replique of the object bX.
Though if l : C2V −→ L, b : C2V −→ B and g : C2V −→ Γ are the reflective
functors, then

l = gb.

Theorem [20]. Let r : C2V −→ R and g : C2V −→ Γ be two the reflector functors
with R ∈ Rb and Γ ∈ Rp. The next affirmations are equivalent:

1. l = gr.
2. R = B and Γ ∈ G(L).

5.5. Example. Let us examine the case L = Π. Then

B(Π) = S

and
Γ′(Π) = Γ0.
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Theorem. The subcategory Γ′′(Π) contains all the normed spaces.

Proof. Let X be a space with weak topology: X ∈| S |, and gX
0 : X −→ g0X the

Γ0-replique. Then gX
0 is also Π-replique of object X. In this case g0X ∼ Kτ, where K

is the field of numbers over which the vector spaces from the category C2V : K = R
or K = C are examined. Let f : X −→ Y ↪→ Ŷ , where Y is a normal space, and Ŷ is
its completion.

Figure 5.3

Then
i f = hgX

0

for some morphism h, where i is a canonical embedding. Since g0X ∼ Kτ, we
conclude that h(g0X) is a finite dimensional subspace in Ŷ . Then the subspace f (X)
of the Y space, as a finite dimensional space, is complete and

f = h1gX
0

for some morphism h1. The theorem is proved.

5.6. Theorem. Let R be a c-reflector subcategory, and Γ a Mp-reflective subcate-
gory with the reflector functors r : C2V −→ R and g : C2V −→ Γ.

1. R∩ Γ is a reflective subcategory and gr : C2V −→ R∩ Γ is a reflective functor.
2. Let g be a left exact functor. Then the functor gr is the same.

Proof. 1. We examine consecutively the R and Γ-repliques of this arbitrary object X.

Figure 5.4

Since the subcategory R is close under the extensions and grX ∈ Epi ∩Mp we
deduce that grX ∈| R ∩ Γ |. Then is obviously that grX rX is the (R ∩ Γ)-replique of
the object X.

2. It is obvious.
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5.7. Theorem. Let L ∈ Rm and the left exact functor l : C2V −→ L.
The subcategory B = B(L) is c-reflective and the reflector functor b : C2V −→ B

is left exact.

Proof. Let m : X −→ Y ∈M f and we examine the B and L-replique this objects.

Figure 5.5

We have
b(m)bX = bYm (1)

l(m)lX = lYm (2)

From here it follows that
l(m)pX = pYb(m) (3)

According of the hypothesis l(m) ∈ M f ⊂ Mp. In such way l(m), pX ∈ Mp. From
equality (3) we deduce that l(m)pX = pYb(m) ∈ Mp. So that b(m) ∈ Mp, implying
that b(m) is a topological embedding. The subspaces X is closed in the spaces Y . The
topologies on the spaces Y and bY are compatible with one and the same duality. So
that the subspaces X and bX are closed in bY ([17], Assertion II.8.).

6. THE LEFT EXACT REFLECTIVE FUNCTOR
6.1. Lemma. Let r : C2V −→ R be a left exact reflective functor, and r : R −→

C2V - the inclusion functor. Then the functor ir : C2V −→ C2V is left exact.

6.2. Theorem. Let r : C2V −→ R be a left exact reflective functor. Then the
functor ir : C2V −→ C2V commutes to the projective limits:

ir lim← {Sαβ | fαβ : Xα −→ Xβ} = lim← {irSαβ | ir( fαβ) : irXα −→ irXβ}.
The proof relies on Theorem 1.12 of [4] the functor ir commute products. It re-

mains to apply the previous lemma.

6.3. Theorem. Let r : C2V −→ R be a left exact reflective functor, T - a reflective
subcategory of the category C2V and T ⊂ R. Then r(I′′(T)) ⊂ I′′(T).
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Proof. Let m : X −→ Y ∈ I′′(T), tX : X −→ tX and tY : Y −→ tY be the T-replique
of the respective objects. Then based on the theorem 2.4 the square

tYm = t(m)tX (1)

is copullback.
Let rX : X −→ rX and rY : Y −→ rY the R-replique of the respective objects.

Since T ⊂ R, we put
rYm = r(m)rX , (2)

tX = f XrX , (3)

tY = f YrY (4)

for some morphism f X and f Y . It is clear said that f X and f Y are the T-repliques of
the respective objects.

Figure 6.1

From the previous equality we have

t(m) f X = f Yr(m). (5)

From T ⊂ R we deduce that the square (5) is the image of functor r of the copull-
back (1). Since the functor r commutes to projective limits we deduce that the square
(5) is also copullback.

Further m ∈ I′′(T) ⊂ Mu and rY ⊂ Mu. From equality (3) we have r(m)rX ⊂ Mu.
Since rX ∈ Epi, and the class Mu is Epi-cohereditary we deduce that r(m) ∈ Mu. It
remains to apply the Theorem 2.5.

6.4. Remark. When R is c-reflective subcategory this theorem was proved in
another way see the work [5], Theorem 2.7.

7. OPEN PROBLEMS
7.1. Let Γ be a Mp-reflective subcategory. Is the reflector functor g : C2V −→ Γ

left exact?
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7.2. Let REpr be the class of all reflective subcategories with the left exact reflector
functor. Is the REpr a complete lattice?

7.3. Let L ∈ Rm with the left exact reflector functor l : C2V −→ R, and Γ ∈ G(L).
Is the reflector functor g : C2V −→ Γ left exact?
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